
HÜSLER`S 
HIGH-V2
certified according to EN ISO 20471: 
Be seen. Be safe. 



SOFTSHELL 
JACKET

AN ABSOLUTE ESSENTIAL 
FOR COLD DAYS.
The High V2 softshell jacket will keep you safe and 
warm, without restricting you unnecessarily. Premi-
um materials provide perfect functionality precisely 
when it's needed. These interconnected materials 
are designed to protect you, having been combined 
with active technologies and abrasion-proof ma-
terials. For the right balance between protection, 
breathability and freedom of movement. 

They protect you. They have to work, typically being 
worn for more than 40 hours a week. The layering 
principle ensures that air warmed by your body can 
circulate freely between garments, protecting the 
workman from the freezing cold. 

CERTIFIED ACCORDING TO 

EN ISO 20471



SAFE  
IN THE DARK.
A classic insulating layer with zip that reg-
ulates moisture and dries quickly Comfort-
able stretchable fleece jacket suitable for 
activities where visibility means safety.

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

1. Italian fabric certified according 
to EN ISO 20471

2. elasticated cuffs for superior 
wearing comfort

3. full length zip for individual 
protection

4. chin protector

5. right-hand breast pocket

6. two reflective strips for greater 
visibility in twilight conditions

7. coloured under arm inserts 

8. two capacious front cargo pockets

9. space for your logo

10. windproof

11. bright outer material for daylight 
protection

12. preformed sleeves for greater 
freedom of movement

13. suitable for industrial laundry

14. achieves protection class 2
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ULTIMATE PROTECTION.  
ULTIMATE COMFORT.
The High-V2 trousers are stretchable, breathable 
and quick-drying. They boast a comprehensive range 
of technical features. The Schoeller® fabric in the 
seat area ensures extra flexibility and a perfect fit. 

The Schoeller® Coldblack finish reduces the absorp-
tion of the sun’s rays while at the same time afford-
ing reliable protection against harmful UV radiation.

The Schoeller® energear finish returns the body’s 
own far infrared rays to the body. With a potentially 
beneficial effect on the energy balance.

RUGGED & 
STRONG

CERTIFIED ACCORDING TO 
EN ISO 20471



STAND OUT IN THE DARK.

Developed for the street, the new High-V2 
trouser combines unparalleled performance 
and first-class technology with untamed 
strength. It has been well thought out to 
the very last centimetre. Logically situated 
pockets for ample cargo capacity: enabling 
you to dominate any street at any time 
of day. 

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

1. rugged colour fast outer material 
from Italy

2. two front pockets

3. suitable for industrial laundry

4. elasticated braces for a high level 
of comfort

5. extra leg length for long legs. 
Shortening always possible

6. closable thigh pocket with 
integral mobile phone pocket 
and side zip compartment

7. reinforced knee for a durable 
product

8. reflective strips for greater visibility 
in twilight conditions

9. preformed trouser legs for greater 
freedom of movement

10. zip pocket on dungaree front with 
patch pocket and pen holders

11. elasticated seat area for superior 
wear comfort

12. Cold Black Technology: black 
is not heated by the sun’s rays

13. Schoeller Energear technology

14. three right-hand leg pockets 
of different sizes for flexible 
cargo capacity

15. button fastening at the side 
for ease of putting on

16. two closable back pockets 
with zip pull
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POLO  
HIGH-V2
Art No:  B-16232
Sizes: XS-2XL
Fabric: 50% PES/50% CO
Colour: bright orange, bright 

yellow

DOMINATES THE STREET - 
AT ANY TIME OF DAY
The more stressful the day, the more important it is 
to wear the right clothing. Hüsler’s layering principle 
ensures that air warmed by your body can circulate 
freely between garments, protecting the workman 
from the freezing cold. While at the same time 
ensuring visibility in daylight and darkness in 
any situation. 

CERTIFIED ACCORDING TO 
EN ISO 20471

HIGHLY-FLEXIBLE 

SHIRTS



T-SHIRT  
HIGH-V2
Art No:  B-16230
Sizes: XS-2XL
Fabric: 50% PES/50% CO
Colour: bright orange, 

bright yellow

SWEATSHIRT  
HIGH-V2
Art No:  B-17124
Sizes: XS-2XL
Fabric: 50% PES/50% CO
Colour: bright orange, 

bright yellow

ROLLSHIRT  
HIGH-V2
Art No:  B-16231
Sizes: XS-2XL
Fabric: 50% PES/50% CO
Colour: bright orange, 

bright yellow

1. materials certified according to EN 
ISO 20471

2. cotton next to the skin for an 
enjoyable wearing experience

3. polyester outside for durable 
brilliant colours

4. elasticated cuffs

5. zipper opening for ease  
of putting on

6. coloured under arm inserts

7. space for your logo

8. two reflective strips for greater 
visibility in twilight conditions

9. bright outer material for daylight 
protection

10. suitable for industrial laundry

11. achieves protection class 2

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
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SHOW WHO YOU ARE. FIRST IMPRESSIONS COUNT.
In addition to new technologies and functionality, Corporate Design plays an important role in the employee’s 
well-being and sense of identity as well as the company’s recognition factor.  
We're experts when it comes to fitting out experts. Let us advise you. 

SOFTSHELL  
HIGH-V2
Art No:  300625 10000
Sizes: XS-2XL
Fabric: 100% PES
Colour: bright orange, 

bright yellow

DUNGAREES  
HIGH-V2
Art No:  300848 10075
Sizes: 38-60
Fabric: 85% PES/15% CO
Colour: bright orange, 

bright yellow

JACKET  
HIGH-V2
Art No:  300701 10075
Sizes: XS-2XL
Fabric: 85% PES/15% CO
Colour: bright orange, 

bright yellow

TROUSER  
HIGH-V2
Art No:  300700 10075
Sizes: 38-60
Fabric: 85% PES/15% CO
Colour: bright orange, 

bright yellow

FLEECE  
HIGH-V2
Art No:  300625 10017
Sizes: XS-2XL
Fabric: 100% PES
Colour: bright orange, 

bright yellow

SHORTS  
HIGH-V (not certifiable)

Art No:  300847 10075
Sizes: 38-60
Fabric: 85% PES/15% CO
Colour: bright orange, 

bright yellow

Hüsler Berufskleider AG
Lenzbüel 7 / Gloten, 8370 Sirnach, Switzerland info@huesler-ag.ch

www.huesler-ag.ch


